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Introduction: "Stamped with The Triune Character"
The sum and substance of the Christian life is to live as persons-in-communion for the praise and glory of God.
The whole economy (oikonomia) of grace from the Alpha to the Omega is doxological to the core. And yet,
genuine praise from the creature is always an ecstatic response to God's ecstasis and glory that was revealed in
the economy of God's (Father) movement toward us through His Son by the energy and power of the Holy
Spirit. God's kenotic movement toward us --a movement of ecstasis, a movement of love -- establishes,
patterns, and structures for all creation (human and non-human) that same path to praise and glory. This path of
ecstasy by way of praise is a life of divine-human communion, a communion of triune love.
John Wesley's constant vision of the doxological pattern (taxis) and order of Trinitarian Love is indissolubly
linked to the praxis of Christian living. To be made in the image of God is to be made in the image of the Holy
Trinity. Moreover, to be "Stamped with the Triune Character" 1 and "ordained to become Transcripts of the
Trinity" 2 -- is to be made out of the glory of Triune love for the glory of God. Wesley made painstakingly clear,
in sermon and hymn alike, that trinitarian theology is inherently doxological: "The Triune God of holiness,
Whose glory fills the sky. Whose glory to this earth extends, While God himself imparts, and the whole Trinity
descends Into our faithful hearts. "3 In other words, we are the glory of God, because we have been made to exist
as God exists ; we have been "stamped with the Triune Character" and "ordained to become transcripts of the
Trinity"--persons-in-communion. In his sermon on The New Creation he depicts this triune glory as "ekstatic"(never resting or arriving but dynamic and forever continuous): "Hence, will arise an unmixed state of
holiness and happiness far superior to that which Adam enjoyed in paradise .... And to crown all, there will be
a deep, an intimate, an uninterrupted union with God; a constant communion with the Father and his Son Jesus
Christ, through the Spirit; a continual enjoyment of the Three-One God, and of all the creatures in him!" 4
Much of the Wesleyan hymnody sang a rich theology of the heart and opened up a myriad of dimensions to the
mystery and meaning of "persons-in-communion." Even in a letter to Mary Bishop on April 17,1776, Wesley
deems that the Wesleyan hymns, provide an "abundant supply" for making "application" of the mystery and
meaning of the Triune God to "our hearts and lives". 5 Again and again, the faith they sing is of the mystery and
meaning of persons-in-communion. The "catholic faith" of these hymns recites God's LOVE that is imaged,
patterned, and teleologically structured, in the image of the Holy Trinity.
1 Hail, Father, Son, and spirit, great/ Before the birth of time,/ Enthroned in everlasting state,/
Jehovah, Elohim! 2 A mystical plurality/ We in the Godhead own,/ Adoring One in Persons
Three,/ And Three in nature One. 3 From thee our being we receive,/ The Creatures of thy
grace;/ And raised out of the earth, we live/ To sing our Maker's praise. 4 Thy powerful,
wise, and loving mind/ Did our creation plan,/ And all the glorious Persons joined/ To form
thy fav'rite, man. 5 Again, thou didst, in council met,/ Thy ruined work restore,/ Established in
our first estate/ To forfeit it no more. 6 And when we rise in love renewed,/ Our souls resemble
thee,/ An image of the triune God/ To all eternity. 6

Th esis Statement: Wesley was intentionally trinitarian7 in hi understanding of what it means to be: Formed in
the image of the Trinity, in what constitutes and makes possible in the Fall, the De--formation of that "triune
stamp", and finally, the meaning and possibility ofredemption as theosis, in the Re--formation and
consequently, Transformation into the image of the Trinity. This paper, however, will be much simpler in
focus, as it modestly begins to explore and highlight the mystery and meaning of Persons-in-Communion as
"transcripts of the Trinity" in the doxological pattern, structure and order of Triune Love. Essentially, this thesis
will be explored in a twofold manner: 1) A Trinitarian Description of Persons-in-Communion and; 2) DivineHuman-Communion (Theosis) as Transcripts of the Trinity.
The Image of the Trinity: "Being-in-Love" 8
A Brief Excursus on John D. Zizioulas 's Ontology of Personhood

Zizioulas takes his lead from the largely unnoticed contribution the Cappadocian Fathers made regarding this
new ontology of Person which claims that Personhood is constitutive of being. 9 Hypostasis (personhood,
particularity, uniqueness, unrepeatability) is not to be identified with ousia (substance) because a person is not a
static self (stasis --being in itself) or entity. A person is an "openness of being" (hypo-stasis) that exists not
because of ousia but because of its relation to others. This means that a person in that "openness" is an "ekstasis (communion, relatedness) of being" and not a static being (stasis); i.e. "a movement towards communion
which leads to a transcendence of the boundaries of the "self'' and thus to freedom." 10
Ultimately, then, a person is only a person when one in ekstasis breaks through the boundaries of substance and
individuality and moves in that freedom toward communion with other persons-in-communion. And, "since
'hypo stasis' is identical with Personhood and not with substance, it is not in its 'self-existence' but in
communion that this being is itself and thus is at all. Thus communion does not threaten personal particularity;
it is constitutive of it." 11 Finally, "the person in its ekstatic character reveals its being in a catholic, i.e. integral
and undivided, way, and thus in its being ekstatic it becomes hypostatic, i.e., the bearer of its nature in its
totality .... Thus the idea of Person affirms at once both that being cannot be ' contained' or 'divided', and that
the mode of its existence, its hypostasis, is absolutely unique and unrepeatable." 12
Zizioulas ' ontology ofrelationality, is synthesized from the Cappadocian wisdom of God as Holy Trinity.
The Cappadocian Fathers for the first time in history introduced into the being of God the
concept of cause (aition), in order to attach it significantly not to the 'one' (God's nature) - but
to a person, the Father.
By distinguishing carefully and persistently between the nature of God and God as the Father
they thought that what causes God to be is the Person of the Father, not the one divine
substance. But by so doing they gave the person ontological priority, and thus freed existence
from the logical necessity of substance, of the 'self-existent.' This was a revolutionary step in
philosophy, the anthropological consequences of which must not pass unnoticed." 13
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By making Person prior to substance Zizioulas contends that God can only be Godself ('I am that I am',
particularity established in full ontological freedom) by "ekstasis of communion (he is eternally Trinity and
love) which makes {ill unique and indispensable. When we say, therefore, that God is, we do not refer to a being
as being but to the Father." 14 It is in triune communion, in ecstatic freedom and love that God exists. Further,
since God is Father, or, since God is Person; God exists mysteriously as only God can be God: Persons-inCommunion.
Once Zizioulas ensconces the "being of God"-with the Person of the Father, and not with the divine nature or
substance of God, then the necessary and accompanying correlation of freedom and love becomes inseparable

and indispensable to an ontology of relationality:
It thus becomes evident that the only exercise of freedom in an ontological manner is love. The
expression "God is love" (I john 4: 16) signifies that God "subsists" as Trinity, that is, as person
and not as substance. Love is not an emanation or "property" of the substance of God ... but is
constitutive of His substanc , i.e. it is that which makes God what He is, the one God. Thus love
ceases to be a qualifying--i.e. secondary--property of being and becomes the supreme ontological
predicate. Love as God ' s mode of existence "hypostasizes" God, constitutes His being.
Therefore, as a result of love, the ontology of God is not subject to the n c ssity of the substance.
Love is identified with ontological freedom. 15

Another way of understanding freedom and love in this trinitarian description is by the way the Spirit, the
"energy of love," sets the Father "free-from" the Son. It is by the Spirit that the Father and the Son participate in
ecstatic communion with each other. Love is what makes us free. Remember, the Spirit sets one free. Freedom
is what makes us capable of love and it is by love that we become authentic persons-in-communion "like God."
This is why salvation (theosis) cannot be "caused" but comes only by way of divine-human communion.
Moreover, this is why our freedom to love is ontological freedom and not moral freedom 16 ; i.e. we are free to
love and become who we are: "transcripts of the trinity." The "authentic person, as absolute ontological freedom,
must be "uncreated," that is, unbounded by any "necessity," including its own existence. If such a person does
not exist in reality, the concept of the person is a presumptious daydream. If God does not exist, the person
does not exist." 17 In other words, we are free because God is free. We love because God first loved us.
A Person Is Not A Self: Person vs. Nature

The Cappadocian contribution to the incongruity between person and nature 18 was to affirm that "Freedom is the
' cause' of being" 19 and therefore, "as images of God we are persons, not natures: there can never be an image of
the nature of God, nor would it be a welcome thing for humanity to be absorbed in divine nature." 20 A person is
called to exist in the "way" in which God exists; i.e. "we live in freedom as love and in love as freedom." 2 1
Hence, to be created in the image of God is to be created free, created ex-nihilo free, created not even out of God
free. To say that God is free is to say that God is love. To be created ex-nihilo free is to be absolutely and
ultimately free as God is free. Moreover, this freedom is always caused and sustained by love, triune love.
Perhaps another one of Zizioulas' trinitarian descriptions is in order.
The manner in which God exercises His ontological freedom, that precisely which makes
Him ontologically free, is the way in which He transcends and abolishes the ontological
necessity of the substance by being God as Father, that is, as He who "begets" the Son and
"brings forth" the Spirit. This ecstatic character of God, the fact that His being is identical with
an act of communion, ensures the transcendence of the ontological necessity which His substance
would have demanded--if the substance were the primary ontological predicate of God--and
replaces this necessity with the free self-affirmation of divine existence. For this communion is a
product of freedom as a result not of the substance of God but of a person, the Father--observe
why this doctrinal detail is so important--who is Trinity not because the divine nature is ecstatic
but because the Father as a person freely wills this communion. 22

As our notion of Person is taken from the Triune God, who subsists as a "tri-Unity" of Persons, we begin to see
that the highest ontological category of personhood is Love. Therefore, to exist as a Person is to be Jree-forLove "and "free-from-Self." Ontologically, this is why a Person is not a Self. A Person is not a Cartesian "I" or
"substantial thinking self," not even a "self-existing I." Since the being of God cannot be reduced to the

nee ssity of substance, and it is love that constitute His being, then a Person cannot b a "self-existent I. " A
Person is not a Self. Just as Love --"the supreme ontological Predicate" -- constitutes God's Being, so does that
same love and freedom constitute and comprise the mystery and meaning of our personhood as "transcripts of
the Trinity " --Persons-in-communion. A person must be "free-from" necessity. and Self. if a p rson is to be
''free-&l::_-th e-Other." This structure and order of trinitarian love is to "live in freedom as love and in love as
fr dom. 23 As long as a person is genuinely free that person cannot be a self and vice-versa; as long as a person
truly loves that person cannot be a self. Moreover, to exist as a person-in-communion, as God exists as the
mystery of persons-in-communion, is to be free-for-love. Freedom is a relational category of love and not a
substantial category of self. Simply put, a person is free because they are loved and to be loved is to be free. As
"transcripts of the Trinity" we have been created "free-for-love." A Person as the glory of God is "free-fromself' "for-Persons-in-communion". This is the essence of what it means to be made in the image and likeness o
the Triune God.
1
'

Zizioulas illustrates the patristic notion of image and likeness from "two modes of existence": hypostasis of
biological existence and hypostasis of ecclesial existence .
. . . man as a biological hypostasis is intrinsically a tragic figure. He is born as a result of an
ecstatic fact--erotic love--but this fact is interwoven with a natural necessity and therefore lacks
ontological freedom. He is born as a hypostatic fact, as a body, but this fact is interwoven with
individuality and death. By the same erotic act with which he tries to attain ecstasy he is led to
individualism. His body is the tragic instrument which leads to communion with others, stretching
out a hand, creating language, speech, conversation, art kissing. But at the same time it is a "mask"
of hypocrisy, the fortress of individualism, the vehicle of final separation, death .... The tragedy
of the biological constitution of man's hypostasis does not lie in his not being a person because
of it; it lies in his tending towards becoming a person through it and failing. Sin is precisely
the failure. And sin is the tragic prerogative of the person alone. 24

The remedy to this tragedy of hypostasis is found again in the mystery and meaning of persons-in-communion.
Remember, to be created as an icon of the Trinity, as a person, is the result of the Father's ecstatic love that is
always self-transcending, self-giving, kenotically moving towards us and for us. It is in the divine-human
communion with the mystery of Persons-in-Communion that we become who we are: "transcripts of the
Trinity." Hence, it was the misuse of personhood, the misuse of freedom and love, that led to this tragic failure
of hypostasis. Consequently, salvation must consist in a total ontological change of the person, a new birth, a
new mode of existence--the hypostasis of ecclesial existence that is constituted by baptism. 25
Christology consequently is the proclamation to man that his nature can be "assumed" and
hypostasized in a manner free from the ontological necessity of his biological hypostasis, which
as we have seen, leads to the tragedy of individualism and death. Thanks to Christ man can
henceforth himself "subsist," can affirm his existence as personal not on the basis of the
immutable laws of his nature, but on the basis of a relationship with God which is identified with
what Christ in freedom and love possesses as Son of God with the Father. This adoption of man
by God, the identification of his hypostasis with the hypo stasis of the Son of God, is the essence
of baptism. 26
Since, images of the Trinity are Persons and not Selves, Objects or Things, a Person is a "unique and
unrepeatable" mystery that is known only as the other-in-communion. This classical distinction between Person
and Nature, among Orthodox theologians is tangential not only to the "irreducibility" and "otherness" of the
Person but to the hypostatic union of the two natures in Christ. Not only does Christ reveal "perfect God" only
as a Person, but Christ reveals "perfect man" only as a Person. "The perfect man" writes Zizioulas, "is
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con equently only he who is authentically a person, that is, he who subsists who possesses a "mode of
existence" which is constituted as being, in precisely the manner in which God also subsists as being. "27
The real insight of the Chalcedonian Definition as viewed from the Greek Fathers was to see that in the "Person"
of Jesus we see Who God IS and w ho we are. An authentic Person (an ecclesial hypostasis is not reducible to
Nature (a biological hypostasis) because a deified (theosis) Person, an authentic person, albeit eschatalogically,
is forever free from "ontological necessity" (Nature), and forever free because forever Loved. The deified
person has overcome eschatologically, the necessity of biological hypostasis. "As an ecclesial hypo stasis man
thus proves that what is valid for God can also be valid for man: the nature does not determine the person; the
person enables the nature to exist; freedom is identified with the being of man." 28
Vladimir Lossky, in a chapter on "The Theological Notion of the Human Person," argues paradoxically for the
irreducibility of the person to nature in the same way Zizioulas argued for the Person as "other in communion
and communion in otherness ." 29 Ironically, a person is mysteriously undefinable and irreducible to nature not
simply because person and nature exist separately; rather, a person is irreducible to nature because a person is:
"someone who is distinct from his own nature, ... someone who goes beyond his nature while still containing
it, who makes it exist as human nature by this overstepping and yet does not exist in himself beyond the nature
which he "enhypostasizes" and which he constantly exceeds." 30
We must remember, that the doxological intention is at the heart of the Cappadocian and Orthodox distinction
between Person and Nature. After all, if a person can be reduced to nature, not only is participation (theosis) in
the Triune God not possible, but God would cease to be "who He Is" -- Triune. Vladimir Lossky in his classical
work, The Mystical Theology of the Eastern Church explains why the person --the glory of God- cannot be
reduced to nature.
Just as God is at the same time both one and three, ' the divine nature must be said to be at the
same time both exclusive, of, and, in some sense, open to participation. We attain to participation
in the divine nature, and yet at the same time it remains totally inaccessible ....
What is the nature of the relationship by which we are able to enter into union with the Holy
Trinity? If we were able at a given moment to be united to the very essence of God and to
participate in it even in the very least degree, we should not at the moment be what we are, we
should be God by nature. God would then no longer be Trinity, but ... ' myriads of hypostases';
for He would have as many hypostases as there would be persons participating in His essence.
God, therefore, is and remains inaccessible to us in His essence. But can we then say that it is
with one of the three divine Persons that we enter into union? This would be the hypostatic union
proper to the Son alone, in whom God becomes man without ceasing to be the second Person of
the Trinity. Even though we share the same human nature as Christ and receive in Him the name
of sons of God, we do not ourselves become the divine hypostasis of the Son by the fact of the
incarnation. We are unable, to participate in either the essence or the hypostases of the Holy
Trinity. Nevertheless the divine promise cannot be an illusion: we are called to participate in the
divine nature. We are therefore compelled to recognize in God an ineffable distinction, other than
that between His essence and His persons, according to which he is, under different aspects, both
totally inaccessible and at the same time accessible. This distinction is that between the essence
of God, or His nature, properly co-called, which is inaccessible, unknowable and
incommunicable; and the energies or divine operations, forces proper to and inseparable from
God's essence, in which He goes forth from Himself, manifests, communicates, and gives
Himself. 'The divine and deifying illumination and grace is not the essence but the energy of
God', a 'divine power and energy common to the nature in three.' 31
Zizioulas carefully argues that personhood is to be developed from an ecclesial presence because a Person is not
a Self any more than the Church is not simply an institution. A Person like the Church is "a way of being" 32 and

that way of "being is in communion. '133 Zizioulas explains:
"In the first place, ecclesial being is bound to the very being of God. From the fact that a human
being is a member of the Church, he becomes an "image of God," he exists as God Himself exists,
he takes on God's "way of b ing." This way of being is not a moral attainment, something that
man accomplishes. It is a way of relationship with the world, with other people and with God, an
event of communion, and that is why it cannot be realized as the achievement of an individual, but
only as an ecclesial fact. 34
The axiom for the Church's "way of being" and humanity 's "way of being" is modeled and structured in the
Triune God as "communion and otherness." Otherness is inconceivable apart from Communion because the
Father, the Son and the Spirit are absolutely different from each other and they are different from each other
because they are in communion/relation with each other. That "otherness" is "constitutive of their unity and not
consequent upon it. God is not first one and then three, but simultaneously One and Three." 35 This also means
that "the Father cannot be conceived for a single moment without the Son and the Spirit, and the same applies to
the other two Persons in their relation with the Father and with each other. At the same time, each of these
Persons is so unique that their hypostatic or personal properties are totally incommunicable from one Person to
the other. "36 A Person is "unique and unrepeatable" only in communion because a Person as modeled in the
Triune community of Persons is concomitantly "otherness in communion and communion in otherness" 37
Consequently, as Zizioulas fuses anthropology to Ecclesiology, --a "hypostasis of ecclesial existence"-- 38 the
mystery and meaning of salvation as human participation (theosis) in Triune Love begins to emerge.
The eternal survival of the person as a unique, unrepeatable and free "hypostasis," as loving and
being loved, constitutes the quintessence of salvation, the bringing of the Gospel to man. In the
language of the Fathers this is called "divinization" (theosis), which means participation not in the
nature or substance of God, but in His personal existence. The goal of salvation is that the
personal life which is realised in God should also be realized on the level of human
existence. 39
Zizioulas' s most profound paradox of "Otherness in Communion and Communion in Otherness" depicts a
Persons "way of being", as the glory of God. Since icons of the Trinity are Persons and not Selves, a person
cannot exist in separated isolation. This "kenotic" way of being, is a moving always toward "others in
communion and communion in otherness." Thus, only as persons-in-communion --"transcripts of the Trinity--"
can we be the glory of the Holy Trinity.

Transcripts of the Trinity: Divine-Human-Communion
As Transcripts of the Trinity, icons of God's glory, our eschatological purpose is to "be," as the Triune God IS Persons-in-Communion. Our doxological goal is to share and participate in trinitarian love. Our personhood, is
to exist as God's "way of being" exists; i.e. a "Being-in-Love," Persons-In-Communion. This is why we have
been made "free-from" the necessity of nature and "free-for" participation (theosis) in the Triune God as God
exists in Himself; i.e. kenotically always "God For US." 40
Wesley discovered in the catholic faith this trinitarian pattern and structure of the "Way" and "Goal" of
Participation (theosis) in the life of the Holy Trinity. Wesley's catholic vision of "persons-in-communion" with
the "Three One God" is not unlike the tradition of the Eastern Church. Vladimir Lossky in The Mystical
Theology of the Eastern Church, depicts a vision of salvation as consisting in grace and glory, a share in
communion with the Holy Trinity: "The goal of orthodox spirituality, the blessedness of the Kingdom of Heaven,
is not the vision of the essence, but above all, a participation in the divine life of the Holy Trinity; the deified

7state of the co-heirs of the divine nature, gods created after the uncreated God, possessing by ~
all tha~
41
the Holy trinity possesses by nature. "
';
This goal of "participation in the divine life of the Holy Trinity" is repeatedly expressed in Wesleyan hymn and
sermon alike. In hymned verse, when Charles Wesley asks for a faith that comes from "Father, Son, and Holy
Ghost," he asks that it be "stamped with real holiness, and filled with perfect love."42 And in sermon on the
Catholic Spirit, when John Wesley asked: "ls thine heart right as my heart is with thy heart?", he would preach
the same goal of triune love as: "faith fill ed with the energy of love" 43 Both Wesleys had found in the catholic
faith this patterned goal of trinitarian love, and both preached and sang that the catholic faith is to be confessed
and lived in the catholic spirit. The catholic spirit is the catholic faith: a faith filled with the energy of love.

Listen to how those Methodists vocalized their catholic faith, a fai th that believed salvation was always re-formation and transformation into the imago dei --- the image of the Holy Trinity:
1 Come, Father, Son, and Holy Ghost,/ Whom one all-perfect God we own,/ Restorer of thine
image lost,/ Thy various offices make known;/ Display, our fallen souls to raise,/ Thy whole
economy of grace./ 2 Jehovah in Three Persons, come,/ And draw, and sprinkle us, and seal/ Poor
guilty, dying worms, in whom/ Thy dost eternal life reveal;/ The knowledge of thyself bestow,/ And
all thy glorious goodness show./ 3 Soon as our pardoned hearts believe/ That thou art pure, essential
love,/ The proof we in ourselves receive/ Of the Three Witnesses above;/ Sure as the saints around
thy throne/ That Father, Word, and Spirit are one./ 4 0 that we now, in love renewed,/ Might
blameless in thy sight appear;/ Wake we in thy similitude,/ Sta!ll-1).e_d_~
the Triun~
44
character;/ Flesh, spirit, soul, to thee resign,/ And live and die entirely thine!

v

As icons of the glory of God, the communal and doxological patterns of Triune Love continued to permeate
Wesleyan hymns and sermons alike, with the refrain and controlling theme of "happy holiness" because we have
been created as God IS - LOVE. As "transcripts of the Trinity" "stamped with the Triune Character" we have
been created in the image of Triune Love for Triune Love. This was made clear in his sermon, The Image of &'_:.... .~
G0 d:
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. . . man was what God is, Love. Love filled the whole expansion of his soul; it possessed him
without a rival. Every movement of his heart was love: it knew no other fervour. Love was his vital
heat; it was the genial warmth that animated his whole frame. And the flame of it was continually
streaming forth, directly to him from whom it came, and by reflection to all sensitive natures,
inasmuch as they too were his offspring; but especially to those superior beings who bore not only
the superscription, but likewise the image of their Creator. "45
If we are icons of trinitarian love, then the nature of our personhood is communal to the core. As persons-incommunion our only end or goal is the glory of God. Hence, to be "stamped with the Triune character" is to be
s" is to be stamped with "~~iness." The nature
stamped with "ekstasis". To be "stamped with that real ~
of "otherness in communion and communion in otherness" is ecstatic because as persons-in-communion we are
the glory of God. Wesley's sermon, "The Circumcision of the Heart," proposes a uniquely insightful
eudaemonism by pairing happiness and holiness. This eudaemonism would show that humankind has been
created in the image and likeness of triune love in order to share in that triune life. And therefore, as "transcripts
of the Trinity" "kenotic" love is the only way to be (to exist), happy and holy. Only as persons-in-communion do
we find true happiness and holiness or vice-versa.
<: cci
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... 'The desire of thy soul shall be to his name'--is none other than this. The one perfect good
shall be your ultimate end. One thing shall ye desire for its own sake--the fruition of him that is
all in all. One happiness shall ye propose to your souls, even an union with him that made them,
the having fellowship with the Father and the Son', the being joined to the Lord in one Spirit'.
One design ye are to pursue to the end of time--the eniovment of God in time and in eternity.

Desire ther things so far as they tend to this. Love the creature--as it leads to the Cr ator. But in
every step you take be this the glorious point that terminates your view. Let every affection, and
thought, and word, and work, be subordinate to this. Whatever you desire or fear, whatever you
eek or shun, wh tever ye think, sp k, or do, b it in order to your happiness in God. the sole
end as well as source ofyour being.
Have no end, no ultimate end, but God. Thus our Lord: 'One thing needful. ' 46
In a "Letter to a Roman Cath olic " immediately before confessing his basic belief in the Triune God to his
Roman Catholic friend, Wesley makes clear what is central to this catholic faith: "God hath raised you and me
from the dust of the earth, and has made us both capable ofloving and enjoying him to eternity." Wesley then
summarizes the basic content of his catholic faith:
I believe, that this One God is the Father of all things, especially of angels and men; that he is in a
peculiar manner the Father of those whom he regenerates by his Spirit, whom he adopts in his
Son, as co-heirs with him, and crowns with an eternal inheritance; but in a still higher sense the
Father of his only Son, whom he hath begotten from etemity. 47
The Orthodox have a little euphemism that says: the Father gave us His Son so that we might receive His Holy
Spirit. This is the "kenotic way" of Triune Love that is captured in that same "Letter to a Roman Catholic," when
Wesley speaks of what makes possible the "way" and "goal" of Triune Love for the transcripts of the Trinity.
I believe the infinite and eternal Spirit of God, equal with the Father and the Son, to be not only
perfectly holy in himself, but the immediate cause of all holiness in us; enlightening our
understandings, rectifying our wills and affections, renewing our natures, uniting our persons to
Christ, assuring us of the adoption of sons, leading us in our actions; purifying and sanctifying our
souls and bodies, to a full and eternal enjoyment of God. 48
Conclusion:

These are simply modest reflections and highlights at best that only begin to explore in awe the Mystery and
Meaning of Persons-in-Communion. To confess God is Triune, is to confess God is Love. Since God IS a
Trinity, a community of Persons; God IS a "Being-in-Love." This Triune God of Love images, patterns and
even structures the mystery and meaning of PERSONS created in the Image of the Holy Trinity. Our notion of
Person is taken from the Triune God, a mysterious community of Persons, a Being who is communion. In a
word, the mystery and meaning of Persons-in-Communion is the Mystery and Meaning of LOVE.
As "Transcripts of the Trinity", created out of nothing but love, free love, the free love of the Father, the Son and
the Holy Spirit; we are called to participate in that love as the glory of God. "Stamped with the Triune character"
our true personhood begins to emerge as we ecstatically move outward toward others in the same way that God
has kenotically moved toward and for us. We are as mysterious as God Is --a community of persons-- because
God's being is Persons-in-Communion. Personhood is therefore irreducible and undefinable. A person is
always moving toward the other and for the other so that a person exists and is known only in communion with
the other. I can only exist as a person, i.e. as I relate to you. And, it is precisely because a person is a person-incommunion that a person is "unique, irreplaceable and unrepeatable".
A common euphemistic cry of the post-modem Person exclaims the truth: I am not you! The post-modem
notion of the particularity of a person, often overlooks the trinitarian truth of LOVE as constitutive of
Personhood, and commits the greatest heresy of love. In other words, while it is true that I am not you, I cannot
be I, however, unless I am in relation to you. An authentic person can only be a person-in-love. A Person can
only exist as the Other, when in communitive love, the Other confers particularity on the Other. LOVE,

trinitarian love, is why a Person cannot be reduced to a self, nature, a thing, an object, etc. A "transcript of the
trinity" is a unique, unrepeatable and mysterious Person-in-Communion.
A Per on is only a person who "live in free dom as love and in love as freedom." A person is forever free
b cause a person is forever loved. God, a mysterious community of Persons, is Love and by that same freedom
and love has created humankind with the same triune character of freedom and love. As "transcripts of the
Trinity" a person is not a self. Persons-in-communion, moving always beyond self, toward the "affirmation of
the other" is sheer ecstasy. A person is ec-static because a person can only exist as the Triune God exists; i.e.
"Otherness in Communion and Communion in Otherness." Thus, as "transcripts of the Trinity," a person can
only fulfill the doxological intention of Triune love when the person exists kenotically. Self-emptying love that
always gives way to the other is the highest expression of person. Such a person is holy and ecstatic/happy.
Finally, as "transcripts of the Trinity" our catholic faith is to live in the catholic spirit: a faith filled with the
energy of love, so that "when we rise in love renewed,/Our souls resemble thee,/ An image of the triune God/ To
all etemi ty. "49

